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INTRODUCTION
Understanding Chinese Astrology and Ben Ming Nian (your Chinese
Astrological sign)
Chinese Astrology is a system that pairs each year with an Animal’s physical and symbolic
attributes. This repeats every 12 years therefore you will encounter your Ben Ming Nian, or
your birth year Animal sign every 12 years. The beginning of each year is termed “The
Beginning of Spring” or Li Chun立春 and it typically commences on the 4th or 5th February
each year in the modern (Gregorian) calendar 阳历.
The Year of The Water Rabbit 2023 falls on the 4 February 2023 1042hrs which is the official
start of the Water Rabbit 2023. The year does not begin on the Lunar New Year Day which is
the 22 February 2022. It is a common misconception to match both events together as they
are 2 separate dates. Therefore, newborn babies of 2023 fall under the Rabbit astrological
sign if they are born on 4 February 2023 1042hrs.

Does an “Astrology Year” denote an “Unlucky Year”?
A lot of Chinese people are also strongly superstitious of their Ben Ming Nian as it may be a
year beset with ill luck due to “offending” the Fortune God Tai Sui. They believe that wealth
fluctuations, health setbacks, marriage woes and other related ailments may dog them
during the year of their Animal sign. But many people also believe that it depends on the
individual and that Ben Ming Nian is simply symbolic to life changes that may take place.

How to maximise the potential for a smooth year
As a general rule, one can enhance one’s luck and combat any potential bad energy by
taking precautionary measures especially during important life matters such as marriage,
moving house, travel, starting business. Below are more helpful guidelines on how to further
neutralise bad luck.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Practise kindness. Help those around you more and be involved in charity work
Celebrate milestone events enthusiastically - marriages, birthdays, anniversaries and
achievements
Do your due diligence, minimise risk and always strategise exhaustively when choosing
anything important
Try to go with the flow and be more open to different ways of thought
Self-help and self-improvement pursuits will serve you well this year
Avoid negative thoughts and hateful speech
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●
●

Keep away from those who harbour toxic personalities, regardless of how close they are
to you
Lift yourself emotionally and keep positive. Smile more

As the famous Star Wars movie character Yoda famously said, “Fear Leads to Anger. Anger
Leads to Hate. Hate Leads to Suffering”, be mindful of your heart feelings, your thought
process and the words that you speak. These are powerfully influential to your makeup as a
person and keeping things loving and positive will do wonders in empowering you and
increasing your potential for success and achievements.
A very useful tip is to adopt the Chinese proverb 家和万事兴 Jia He Wan Shi Xing. Meaning “if
the family lives in harmony all affairs will prosper”.
Foster fantastic relations with your family this year, pay extra attention to them and lavish
them with your time. Family harmony greatly improves your Career and Wealth luck. Be also
a more thoughtful boss or co-worker and participate in active co-creation to enhance your
luck further.
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Chinese
Horoscope

Horoscope Year (Birth Year)

Rat

1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984, 1996, 2008

Ox

1937, 1949, 1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009

Tiger

1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998, 2010

Rabbit

1939, 1951, 1963, 1975, 1987, 1999, 2011

Dragon

1940, 1952, 1964, 1976, 1988, 2000, 2012

Snake

1941, 1953, 1965, 1977, 1989, 2001, 2013

Horse

1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014

Goat

1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003, 2015

Monkey

1944, 1956, 1968, 1980, 1992, 2004, 2016

Rooster

1945, 1957, 1969, 1981, 1993, 2005, 2017

Dog

1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, 2018

Pig

1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007, 2019

*actual clash Tai Sui

2023 癸卯 WATER RABBIT CHINESE ASTROLOGY FORECAST
RAT
(1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984, 1996, 2008) **In red, are the afflicted years
Compatibility with
Monkey, Dragon, Ox

Lucky Stars
Tian De 天德 Heavenly Virtue Star
Fu De 福德 Fortune Virtue Star
Ba Zuo 八座 Eight Seats
'Lu Xun' 禄勋 Official Merit
Hong Luan 红鸾 Red Phoenix
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Unfavourable Stars
Juan She 卷舌 Curled Tongue Star
Jiao Sha 绞煞 Crossing Sha
Tao Hua 桃花 Peach Blossom
Xian Chi 咸池 Salty Pool
Compatibility
Monkey, Dragon, Ox
INTRODUCTION
2023 will be a sparkling year full of great advancement especially in matters of your
professional life, where not only will you see great prospects ahead for career development
such as promotions and peer recognition, but also improved positioning in your social
hierarchy – things are looking up and up for the ambitious Rat. These are literally “leaps and
bounds” times ahead for you in terms of cash generation, Rat, as well as influence and not
to mention great Love luck too. So work hard, stay committed to your journey ahead be it
professional and personal and enjoy a fantastic 2023.

CAREER
Rat, you are set to receive significant support from major wealth-activating stars this year
namely Lu Xun 福德 Fortune Virtue Star, Tian De 天德 Heavenly Virtue Star, Ba Zuo 八座
Eight Seals Star, Hong Luan 红鸾 Red PheonixStar and Tao Hua 桃花 Peach Blossom Star.
To summarise, it is a great time for your career where you will find yourself enjoying great
luck prospects throughout the year and will find plenty of support and ease in whatever
endeavours you wish to venture into. Success is in the cards for you, Rat, so it is a good
year to maximise your potential and finally kickstart that passion projects that you have been
incubating for far too long.

For a deeper understanding of each star, do read the below.
●

●

Lu Xun 福德 Fortune Virtue Star sees a smoothing over of any potential “rocky”
obstacles – you will notice more and more that any unfortunate situation will naturally
correct itself without much effort. Work productivity will be great too. You may also see
Nobleman Luck come your way so if you chance upon any influential people of high
positions that express interest in your work, grab that opportunity, Rat.
Tian De 天德 Heavenly Virtue Star 天德 further neutralises any bad luck and setbacks,
easing the way for a peaceful period for you to work hard without major hindrances
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●

●

●

causing trouble. Friends and colleagues will be dependable pillars of support for you at
this time, so reach out to them whenever you need any extra boost to your career.
Ba Zuo 八座 Eight Seals Star enhances Mentor Luck this year; much like Nobleman
Luck, people of power and influence will guide you to strengthen your prospects. In
ancient times, Ba Zuo is representative of Imperial Examination success therefore if you
are in the midst of academic pursuits, you will find wonderful gains to your hard work.
You will also find yourself becoming more visible to others as this star increases your
fame and status too.
Hong Luan 红鸾 Red Phoenix Star improves your communication skills and ensures you
leave a sparkling impression with whomever you approach this year. The star also further
increases positive Nobleman Luck prospects.
Tao Hua 桃花 Peach Blossom Star bestows charisma and energy to your personality,
which in turn attract the right people into your circle and help further your career
prospects all the more.

RELATIONSHIPS
Tao Hua 桃花 Peach Blossom Star give you that added “oomph” to your confidence and
outlook this year, making you irresistibly attractive to those whom you meet (so don’t be
surprised to find people going crazy over you this 2023).
Tao Hua also enhances communication skills therefore if you're seeking to match with a
good partner this year, you are in the best hands this 2023. Activate the luck of the Peach
Blossom all the more with fresh flowers at the Central location of your home.
You may feel inclined to let your eyes stray to other people, however, if you are already
romantically attached. This is due to the overtly strong luck of the Peach Blossom coming
your way, so prioritise your love partner, build trust and avoid seeking excitement elsewhere
because the end-game is heartache for all parties involved.
Read more detailed information as per below:
●

●

Though your Love Luck is incredibly strong this year, don’t let your guard down because
Xian Chi 咸池 Salty Pool Star in your chart negatively impacts your prospects. But, as
long as you ignore vicious gossip, practice patience with your beloved and (on the more
practical end) to remember to always spend your hard-earned cash prudently, all will be
well.
Hong Luan 红鸾 Red Phoenix Star is a wonderful star for joy in unions. You will find the
year full of laughter and happy memories and thanks to this star, the single Rat who is
seeking love will find success this year. To activate this star's potential, socialise more
and as mentioned before, fresh flowers steeped in water placed at the central palace of
your home will do wonders, too.
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●

●

●

Tian De 天德 Heavenly Virtue Star in your chart sees wedding bells therefore if you are
keen to get married, 2023 is a great period to do so. But you may encounter third party
issues, so it's best to be wary of others paying too much romantic attention towards you.
Instead, be a loving half to your mate and choose to bask in the wonderful Love Luck
with your partner instead. If you find yourself travelling for work more often than before,
keep your relationship fresh and alive with plenty of good communication so work hard
on enjoying your love life as much as your career.
Jiao Sha 绞煞 Crossing Sha Star brings miscommunication setbacks therefore choose
wisely whenever you are confronted with what you think is suspicious behaviour; instead
of reacting negatively, ask gentle questions for clarification to become more informed and
less emotional. Doing so will eliminate the star's ill intentions towards you.
Juen She 卷舌 Curled Tongue Star creates unnecessary discord between you and those
around you, seeking to destroy relationships through gossips and chatter behind your
back. Reduce the effects with a candle (for safety reasons, do not leave lighted candles
unattended) or warm lighting in the Southeast area of your home and office.

Gentleness and loving-kindness at all times will ultimately strengthen your general prospects
this 2023 as this particular Chinese proverb seems to be true this 2023 - Jia He Wan Shi
Xing 家和万事兴 meaning “if the family lives in harmony all affairs will prosper”.

HEALTH
The Rat sees fair health prospects this 2023 where there is no indication of any serious
health problem ahead. Though this is the case, it pays for the Rat person to always be
vigilant as you may be in for some minor issues that area related to the liver and stomach.
So, Rat, abstain from “living large” in terms of food and drink; enjoy moderately as always
and take good care to maintain proper sleeping hours too. Also, avoid visiting locations that
seem “off” to you because the bad Qi in these areas may lead to accidents and other
unwanted outcomes to yourself.
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OX
1937, 1949, 1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009

Lucky Stars
NIL
Unlucky Star
月煞 yue sha Month Sha
天狗 tian gou Heavenly Dog Star
吊客 diao ke Funeral Guest
披头 Pi Tou Drape Head Star
寡宿 gua su Widow Star
豹尾 Bao wei Leopard Tail
Compatibility with
Rooster, Snake, Rat

GENERAL
The year 2023 is a good time for the Ox to “stop and smell the roses” while enjoying a more
leisurely path in life. Capitalise on the year’s relaxing energy by pursuing personal activities
and maintaining a sunny outlook.
You will notice a slowing down of your career prospects because there is a lack of
wealth-supporting stars this year. Slowing down, however, does not mean that you should
give up. Instead, be shrewd and think of the matter as playing the “long game” which means
to focus instead on creating a stronger future. So, Ox, put your short-term ambitions aside
for now to map out your “battle strategy” planning.
In the work front, avoid any potential setback by going through your work carefully and
repeatedly; this is to avoid any possible silly mistakes that may come with scary setbacks.
Also, be on your toes during any decision-making processes and keep informed of all
options before you choose a decision. This is not the year for the Ox to “shoot from the hip”
and follow gut instincts; neither is it the time for you to trust the opinions on others without
concrete evidence. Reserve all judgement until you are very, very sure.
If you experience challenges, keep a confident smile on your face and know that though this
year isn’t yours for the taking, it’s a period to step back for meticulous planning to secure
greatness in the years to come. Keep Calm and Carry On, Ox.
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WEALTH
The negative force of Yue Sha Star is in your path, causing some possible havoc in your
wealth prospects. Be smart and avoid any mishaps by keeping fully informed of your
finances because losses are possible due to trusting others too much. It’s a good idea to
also be very wary of conducting any speculative financials for the time being unless you
have done your homework thoroughly and know all the ins and outs before you proceed. If
not, it’s best to stay way because your wealth will be more secure this way.
Regarding on the “extras” that you can do to foster Wealth prospects, be authentic and
genuine when you are required to work closely with others, especially with women. Honesty
is the best policy for the Ox this year so avoid trickery for the time being because the
outcome will not bode well for you.

CAREER
Yue Sha 月煞 Monthly Sha Star may cause the women in your workplace to spread
baseless gossip about you in order to destroy you. This sounds worrying, but is easily
remedied by staying away from useless chatter while communicating all ideas clearly. Be
kind and practice plenty of tact when dealing with others, even if it is the same person whom
you suspect is trying to bring you down. As you rise above the pettiness, Ox, your luck will
rise too.
Gua Su 寡宿 Solitary Star creates disharmony in the home front that may cause issues in
your career therefore be good to your partner and family and spend quality time with them to
prioritise on their needs this year. This fosters harmonious energy for both your personal and
professional life. Gua Su may also make you feel lonely at times so reach out to trusted
individuals in your life whenever you are in need of some loving support.
Bao Wei 豹尾 Leopard Tail Star is an obstacle-bringer, causing you to lose interest in your
important work and become involved in silly distractions instead. Keep your “eyes on the
prize” and if you feel your attention skills slipping away; re-direct your energy back to your
work. You are able to suppress Bao Wei with focus and determination.

RELATIONSHIPS
Gua Su 寡宿 Solitary Star oftentimes potentially wreaks discord and argumentative energies
between couples and family members; even the most loving relationships can be affected by
this forceful star. Do not let Gua Su win, Ox, and you can do so by avoiding from entering
any war of words. Practise good communication and loving gestures even as your patience
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is tested to the very limits. You will be surprised at how calm you can be even while your
partner is engaging pretty negatively towards you.
Gua Su may also cause one to feel lonely, so if the Ox feels desolate at times this year it can
be easily quelled by reaching out to loved ones; or be in happy company through social
settings and you will feel much better while you suppress Gua Su.
Nian Fu 年苻 Year Charm Star and Wu Gui 五鬼 Five Ghosts Star may cause people to
speak negatively about you behind your back and in serious cases it can lead to a loss of
your finances. Avoid this from occurring by avoiding from gossiping back and take the high
road by paying these people no mind.

HEALTH
Tian Gou 天狗 Heavenly Dog Star is in residence in the Ox’s chart this year signifying
illnesses caused by over-indulging in certain vices so it’s a good time for you to quit bad
habits that you may possess, such as smoking and drinking alcohol excessively. There’s
also a chance for accidents therefore be super-careful of yourself and especially so when
you’re travelling. Seek medical attention if you’re unsure of any lingering ailments too. Any
health setbacks can be effectively minimised when you take these steps outlined for you.
Aside from this, take plenty of resting time this year and enjoy leisurely pursuits. Keep a
Zen-like calmness about you as well because this goes far in strengthening your wealth,
career and not to mention love prospects.
Pi Tou 披头 Drape Head Star and Diao Ke 吊客 Mourning Guest Star sees possible illnesses
for senior family members, but these stars’ negative forces are easily suppressed by
spending quality time with your loved ones, especially the older folks, and do keep informed
of their health status to be on the safe side.
Quell the effects of Pi Tou further by partaking in happy celebrations and parties as well as
recreative fun. As well, avoid from visiting sick people or attending funerals.
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TIGER
1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998, 2010
Lucky Stars
nil
Unlucky Stars
陌越 mo yue Mo Yue Star
l病符 bing fu Sickness Sha
亡神 wang shen Death God Star
Compatibility with
Horse, Dog, Pig

GENERAL
This year, you will have to do without the support of auspicious luck-activating stars but fret
not; the prudent and forward-thinking Tiger will actually do amazingly well in 2023, even
without positive-enforcing stars, with a little bit of patience and calmness as well as lots of
work productivity.
Go low profile this year. Be modest and do not attract any kind of attention by showing off
your wealth. Instead, take 2023 to shore up your rainy-day fund or nest egg. The same goes
to your career too, Tiger. Bear all possible setbacks with sweetness and light because a
calm persona transforms all challenges into very good outcomes.
Habit and routine will benefit the hard-working Tiger this year therefore maintain your daily
to-dos diligently and try not stray away from schedule. As well, be in the happy company of
friends and family to see good wealth and luck prospects come your way.

WEALTH
Bing Fu l病符Sickness Sha and Wang Shen 亡神 Death God Star are two negative forces
out to create havoc and disaster for the Tiger’s wealth prospects this year but do not worry
too much about these stars because their bad Qi can be easily quelled by becoming more
details-oriented; meaning, pay attention to the finer details of your work output and also
apply the same diligence into all matters that relate to your personal life too. Keeping
immaculate of the small details in your life is not hard to do and will go far in strengthening
your wealth-activating potential.
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CAREER
Work hard to achieve all your goals this year, Tiger. Keep your chin up and lean on your
strength, which is fearless-bravery, if you encounter any setback. Be positive and cheerful by
knowing that all will be well as long as the smart Tiger take proactive action at all times.
Mo Yue 陌越 Surpassing Path Star in your chart influences the Tiger negatively in terms of
creating a feeling of lonesomeness. This star makes you feel as if you need to carry your
burdens alone and as a result you may tend to become secretive and hide big problems
from loved ones. Going deeper into the meaning of Mo Yue, it directly translates to “lack of
resources when adapting to outside influences” so whenever you feel low spend time in the
loving embrace of trustworthy people such as close friends and family. Open up to these
folks and you will see a lifting of your worries; better yet, solutions to any setbacks will also
reveal themselves easily to you.
Mo Yue may not be an especially beneficial star but on a positive note, it provides the
status-conscious Tiger ease in climbing up the social ladder. Though you may encounter
some challenges while you work towards securing a good reputation in loftier circles,
supress any setback with a healthy work-life balance; meaning, work hard and “rest” hard,
Tiger. Keep good sleeping or resting hours regularly to maintain calm and cheerful
productivity at work.

RELATIONSHIPS
Mo Yue Star causes disruption to the Tiger’s love life but its negative forces can be easily
controlled by practising loving-kindness to your partner or potential interest, and asking them
to do the same towards you. Do not allow controlling and jealous behaviour – hallmarks of
Mo Yue – to overtake your rationale. Instead, be romantic and shower your long-term mate
or new date with simple, meaningful gestures to effectively “warm” up your love prospects
and squash Mo Yue’s bad Qi.

HEALTH
Tiger, your health prospects are fair with no serious setbacks to be mindful of, though there
are some minor habits to practise in your effort towards safeguarding your physical and
mental wellbeing, such as planning a healthier diet and to be vigilant during travel. For
further details on how to enjoy a robust year and quell negative forces, read on.
Bing Fu l病符 Sickness Sha in the Tiger’s chart potentially causes issues related to the
gallbladder, liver, feet or legs and furthermore, senior Tigers may be more inclined towards
these possible health issues. Suppress the forces of Bing Fu by undergoing a full medical
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check-up and visit the doctor if you notice anything amiss regarding your body. Tigers should
foster good health-related practices such as a nutritional diet and good exercise this year. It
is highly advised for you to avoid over-indulging in highly spiced food and fatty meats. Slow
down when you feel tired and don’t push yourself because if you over-exert, accidents are
prone to occur; this is especially so during travelling. The negative forces of Bing Fu can also
be halted further by maintaining a sunny, positive life outlook.
Wang Shen 亡神 Death God Star is reckless in nature and causes you to be over-impulsive
at times, leading to anxiety or falling ill as a result. The intelligent Tiger will do well to be
thoughtful in all actions and to slow down immediately whenever you feel that you are
rushed too quickly into anything. Take plenty of rest and enjoy relaxing activities to further
stamp down the bad Qi or Wang Shen. On a more practical note, Tigers may be more
inclined to lose personal valuables such as wallets, phones and keys so don’t be too
carefree whenever you are away from home and watch out for suspicious people around
you.

RABBIT
1939, 1951, 1963, 1975, 1987, 1999, 2011

Lucky Stars
岁驾 sui jia - Duke’s Cart
将星 jiang xing - General Star
文昌 Wen Chang Intellectual Star
玉堂 yu tang Jade Hall
金匮 Jin Kui Golden Lock Star
Unlucky Stars
天哭 tian ku Sky Cry Star
太煞 tai sha Grand Duke
岁煞 sui sha Annual Duke Sha
剑锋 jian feng The Flying Blade Star
伏尸/屍 Fu shi - Hidden Corpse

Compatibility with
Goat, Pig, Dog
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GENERAL
The Rabbit sees times of prosperity and happiness in 2023 with the arrival of Tian Yi 天乙
Heavenly Aid Star, which is your guiding force towards opportunities, good outcomes and
going up the social ladder. Take this moment to shine brightly and work hard while also
balancing home life with lots of good rest, great communication and healthy habits.
Though you’re in store for some fantastic luck ahead, the presence of Ben Ming Nian period
in the Rabbit’s chart means that you may have to face challenges but there’s really nothing
to worry about because the “bad” things will transform themselves into good.
Coincidentally, your animal sign also coincides with Tai Sui, a negative force that denotes big
changes in your life. Having said this, you can still benefit from Tai Sui’s powers by
embracing major adjustments that come to you this year, such as a marriage, a new child,
career changes or opportunities to travel.
On the downside, Tai Sui denotes the end of a relationship but all isn’t lost as long as you
face disagreements with calmness, love and lots of good communication. As well, lean on
your loved ones such as friends and family when you need support as doing so will greatly
benefit your overall prospects this year.

WEALTH
Sui Sha 岁煞 Annual Duke Star signifies negative energies related to loss of money or health
prospects; this may sound worrisome, but there is a “hidden” message for you, Rabbit - the
setbacks you face may just be opportunities in disguised form so face any type of hardship
with a smile and a calm spirit, because all will be well.
On a lighter note, Yu Tang 玉堂 Jade Hall Star carries more straightforward, positive
energies to transform your wealth prospects positively. 2023 will be a good year for you to be
able to reach your strongest potential so seize any opportunities that promises good
outcomes – chances are you will achieve greatness along the way.
Tai Sha 太煞 and Xiao Hao 小耗 Star both create possible setbacks in terms of urgent
expenses coming your way, but do not worry as these are only possibilities. In any case, set
some cash aside to be on the safe. Also, you may find yourself eager to partake in lots of
shopping so be aware of the more frivolous buys; stay away from these types of
expenditures and focus on building your wealth instead.
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CAREER
Rabbit, this year sees your Career prospects governed by the energies of four beneficial
stars. Capitalise on the good and suppress the bad by reading below.
Sui Jia 岁驾 Duke’s Carriage Star creates a lot of attention towards you. Are you a seeker of
fame or do you prefer to not be so visible? If you adore the limelight, this is the year you
bathe in the glow of people’s eyes on you; if you are more introverted in nature, keep a lower
profile this year.
Tai Sha 太煞 Calamity Star relates to possible legal setbacks related to your job, but
thankfully this is easily remedied by being authentic and genuine in all your work-related
proceedings; meaning, don’t try to be who you aren’t as this will lead to legal issues coming
your way. Keep relaxed, open and just be you.
Fei Lian 蜚廉/飞廉 Flying Blade Star relates to people around you who wish to do you harm
in terms of your career prospects. Suppress the energies of Fei Lian by avoiding anyone
whom you feel is troublesome, and push on with your work. Avoid speculative investments
and use trustworthy methods instead to up your career this year.
RELATIONSHIPS
Three stars in your chart which are Jian Feng 剑锋 Sword Star, Fu Shi 伏尸/屍 Corpse/Sloth
Star and Tian Ku 天哭 Sky Crying Star create havoc in your relationship luck this year,
Rabbit, but these negative Qi can be avoided by fostering love, understanding and
sweetness in your love life this year through good communication. Women will be most
affected by these stars, therefore be aware of flaring emotions and disruptive anger. Control
your impulse to “burst”, be patient and your relationship luck will strengthen and prosper.
Single Rabbits may want to take themselves off actively dating around to focus on yourself
and what your needs truly are. Become more introspective and your Love luck will open up
while prospective partners will come to you, naturally and easily.

HEALTH
There are no serious health issues for the Rabbit to be aware of this year. Good eating
habits and a meditative, calm spirit will do wonders to enhance the Rabbit’s health outlook
and to counter any possible setback.
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Tian Ku 天哭 Sky Crying Star creates a feeling of loneliness in you but in reality, you are a
well-loved person with plenty of people in your life. Subdue the negative forces of Tian Ku by
reaching out to those whom you trust when you are in moments of need.
Fei Lian 飞廉 Flying Blade Star, Jian Feng 剑峰 Sword Star and Fu Shi 伏屍 Corpse Star
may bring about accidents so be careful when you’re handling sharp objects such as knives
and don’t be careless when you are travelling short- or long-distance. Do consider donating
blood as a way to “counter” any accidents and furthermore make sure you get plenty of rest
and relaxation to balance your hectic work schedule.

DRAGON
1940, 1952, 1964, 1976, 1988, 2000, 2012
Lucky Stars
太阳/陽 tai yang The Great Sun
Unlucky Stars
天空 tian kong Sky Emptiness
扳鞍 ban an Pull Saddle Star
晦气 hui qi Disappointment Star
六害 liu hai The Six Harms Star
Compatibility with
Monkey, Rat, Rooster

GENERAL

Dragon, you are in for blessings upon blessings this year with the auspicious energies of Tai
Yang 太阳/陽 The Great Sun in your chart, bringing awesome financial luck your way. Your
overall fortunes in major life prospects will see an incredible lift, too, bringing you towards joy
and deep fulfilment. Dragons who are keen to expand their empire will be able to do so this
2023.
You may depend on people of influence and power to assist you. Furthermore, 2023 is also
a year of exploring new opportunities abroad, with the presence of Ban An 攀鞍
Climb/Pulling Saddle this indicates some travel plans for you ahead so capitalise on this luck
by seeking your fortunes overseas or expand your business into the international arena.
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WEALTH
With the blessings of Tai Yang shining upon you, your wealth prospects are blossoming with
opportunities aplenty. Invest your finances this year for amazing returns and seek assistance
from influential people of power to look for opportunities in securing business abroad –
indeed, the Dragon’s luck is so good this year, you can go international if you so wish. As for
setbacks, they become insignificant so don’t worry about any hindrances that come your way
as you build your career. Go aggressive and connect with like-minded individuals, Dragon.
Ban An 扳鞍 Pull Saddle Star in your chart strengthens your reputation and ensures your
climb up the corporate ladder is effortless and enjoyable. Promotions and fantastic new
opportunities await you. The Dragon who is waiting for an auspicious period to relocate
business may be able to do so this year.

CAREER
The Dragon’s wealth prospects will be stable and continue to increase, with a clearing of
obstacles. So, 2023 is a year marked with many opportunities of expansion, professional
development and collaboration; focus on business men more than women this year as they
will bring better luck to the Dragon.
Though the Dragon seems to be blessed with endless fortune and luck, you may need to
deal with the forces of unfavourable stars out to attack you, too. However, it is easy to quell
these tiresome, negative stars. Read the below to find out how.
Hui Qi 晦气 Disappointment Star creates setbacks, leading to frustrations and wanting to
quit. The astute Dragon can easily sidestep Hui Qi by simply persevering because with a
little determination, problems will solve itself.
Tian Kong 天空 Sky Emptiness Star wants nothing more than to make you doubt yourself
and your capabilities. Just do your best and don’t listen to any niggling thoughts of not being
good enough; you will reap great results by keeping faith in yourself, Dragon.
Liu Hai 六害 The Six Harms Star sees gossipy, poisonous folks out to get you for their own
selfish reasons. Preserve your good name and work productivity by maintaining great
relationships with your work colleagues and do not entertain any gossiping whatsoever.
A useful career tip for the Dragon is to arrange any important meetings during the window of
11.00am to 5.00pm.
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RELATIONSHIPS
The Dragon sees wonderful Love luck this year as 2023 is a blessed year for you in the
relationship front. To further enhance harmony and sweetness in love matters, it is advised
for you to remove any plants from the Southeast location of the home and office. A warming
element such as lighting or candles (practise safety standards and do not allow lighted
candles to be unattended for long periods) in this location will further enhance Love luck.
Your mood and temperament are good, though you may sometimes feel consumed by
feeling a little lonely or tired due to Tian Kong 天空 Sky Emptiness Star. This can be easily
quelled by taking time off work and indulge in personal pursuits to rejuvenate and get back
on track with a happy spirit.
If the Dragon sometimes like giving up on love, it is due to the negative force of Hui Qi 晦气
Disappointment Star in your chart. Remember that you are loved and that your relationship
luck is strong, so trust yourself and lean on the loving arms of your partner whenever you
feel low.

HEALTH
Though you are supremely blessed with wonderful health this 2023, you may want to pay a
visit to the doctor just to be on the safe side when you encounter any setbacks to your hips,
upper arms, thighs, shoulders or bladder.
Ban An 攀鞍 Climb/Pulling Saddle Star is a greatly beneficial star in your chart for your
overall prospects, but health-wise it may possibly may you want to push yourself too much to
capitalise on your wonderful prospects this year, leading you to feeling drained and lacking
good decision-making skills. Avoid over-working yourself for too long periods and take
pauses when you need to, Dragon. Self-care is very important to balance out your work
progress, so fully enjoy your off-time (do not touch any work when you are at rest) and
enhance your clarity of mind while eliminating anxiety this way.

SNAKE
1941, 1953, 1965, 1977, 1989, 2001, 2013
Lucky Star吉星:
天乙 Tian Yi Heavenly Aid
驿马 yi ma -Sky Horse
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Unlucky Star 凶星:
喪/丧门 sang men Funeral Door
孤辰 gu chen Solitary Star
破碎 po sui Broken Star
的煞 de sha Solid Killing Star
蜚廉/飞廉 Fei Lian Flying Blade Star
Compatibility with
Rooster, Ox, Monkey

GENERAL

Snake, the year 2023 will prove to be a wonderful period where you will see the incoming of
good luck, great opportunities as well as fantastic development on the professional and
personal front.
Healthwise, you are positively thriving. You are physically fit and in a good mental space
because you are blessed this year with the residing star Tian Yi Heavenly Aid, which can
also bring about good Wealth and Career luck your way with amazing breakthroughs at work
and in your love life.
Yi Ma 驿马 Sky Horse Star in your chart carries wonderful energies that makes you literally
sparkle with energy and magnetic charisma; these are very positive traits that you can tap
into when you socialise to expand your professional and personal circle.

WEALTH
Your wealth prospects are incredibly strong and smooth-sailing, Snake, as you have three
amazing stars by your side to aid you in your path to amassing money. Though this is the
case, it would be prudent for the wise Snake to pay heed to the especially negative Qi of Fei
Lian 蜚廉/飞廉 Flying Blade Star in your chart that brings untrustworthy people as well as
unwelcome deterrents that may cause productivity to halt.
Quell the bad energies of Fei Lian by staying clear of people who bring negativity to your life
and keeping on with your good progress. Also, it is a good idea to not splash your wealth
around this year and instead be prudent and save as much as you can. Of course, you may
enjoy expenditures, even frivolous ones, but be low-profile about it and don’t show off your
buys to others. High risk investments are also greatly discouraged for you this year as the
outcome will not be the best.
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CAREER
Travelling opportunities are likely for the career-driven Snake with the residing Yi Ma 驿马
Travelling Horse Star in your chart, seeing you performing especially well whenever you
connect with someone from a different country. You may also receive offers to work away
from home and singleton Snakes may see extended trips abroad.
If you have been planning to widen your business to the overseas market or are in the online
retail or marketing business, 2023 will see you undergoing great developments in these
areas. The Snake will also enjoy plenty of opportunities to expand and network heavily and
the outcomes to these activities, even though a little hectic at times due to your packed
schedule, will be very positive.
Are you seeking to relocate to a new residence or work area? You will find 2023 an
auspicious year to do so.

RELATIONSHIPS
As the Snake experiences positive development related to your personal growth while you
pursue your career, this in turn will influence your relationship for the better therefore your
relationship luck this 2023 is wonderfully forward-moving with lots of positive changes.
On the down side, Gu Chen 孤辰 Lonesome Star in your chart will sometimes make you feel
a general unease in matters related to love, leading to moodiness and loneliness. Supress
Gu Chen from affecting your wonderful Love luck by avoiding from being alone when you are
feel “down” – reach out to loved ones or attend social gatherings to raise your spirit.

HEALTH
Snake, your health prospects this year will be fantastic as long as you are mindful of two
negative stars in your chart, so do read on.
●

●

Fei Lian 飞廉 Flying Blade Star may bring about clumsy mistakes that lead to accidents
your way, so it’s best for the Snake to be careful of yourself especially when you are
travelling, handling sharp objects and performing activities that are physical in nature. Be
careful of your surroundings and if you are in a risky situation that may harm you
physically, make your escape without any delay.
Sang Men 喪/丧门 relates to possible minor health issues therefore pay a visit to the
doctor quickly if you encounter any illnesses. As well, senior aged family members may
be prone to setbacks so do take good care of your loved ones and be informed of their
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medical conditions by taking them to a full check-up. You may counter Sang Men further
by attending celebratory occasions to improve your luck.

HORSE
1942, 1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014
Lucky Stars

太阴/隂 tai yin The Moon or Greater Yin Star
天喜 tian xi Sky Happiness
Unlucky Stars

贯索 guan suo Entrapment Star
三刑 san Xing Triple Punishment Star
勾绞 gou jiao Hook star

Compatibility with
Tiger, Dog, Goat

GENERAL

The Horse is blessed with two very auspicious stars this 2023, paving the way for a fruitful
year ahead. Unfortunately, Tai Sui appears in your chart this year therefore your fantastic
luck this year is marred by the presence of this highly negative force at play.
Nonetheless, the Horse is very wise by nature and will be able to sidestep and even fully
suppress the bad Qi of Tai Sui by maintaining a happy spirit, keeping positive and making all
important decision-making after plenty of thoughtfulness and care. A successful 2023 is
yours as long as you avoid from rushing yourself into making silly mistakes with disastrous
results so Horse, tap into your innate foresight, plan your moves well and keep a sunny
outlook for wonderful gains ahead.

WEALTH
Your Wealth luck is strong and smooth-running, Horse, but Guan Su 贯索 Entrapment Star
seeks to weaken your money-generating capabilities. This vengeful star, however, is easy to
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control and you can do so by avoiding speculative investments and keeping all your ventures
on the conservative side.
Horse, you may be tempted to enter what seems to be safe transactions with
trustworthy-looking individuals, but it just isn’t worth it and you shall lose. Just say no,
choose caution over impulsive sprees and keep a low profile to safely guard your wealth.

CAREER
Your career trajectory is strong, Horse. Tai Yin 太阴/隂 The Moon or Greater Yin Star
ensures that ladies who are high up the social chain will be interested to assist you and
these women may even be your secret weapon to a successful career this year.
On the down side, Guan Suo 贯索 Entrapment Star and Gou Shen 勾神 Hook Spirit Star are
out to wage a war against your good career potential but you can suppress the negative
energies of these forces by avoiding all types of speculative investments. As well, keep a
distance from sweet-talking individuals promising incredible returns as they are likely
big-time scammers.

RELATIONSHIPS
You’re set to enjoy wonderful Romance luck all year round as Tai Yin brings potential suitors
to the single Horse and you may even fall deeply in love, whereas the attached Horse will be
blessed with sweet harmony and joy in their home life together with their mate.
Tian Xi 天喜 Sky Happiness Star bestows additional Love luck your way, making 2023 such
a romantic year for the lucky Horse. It’s a great year to fulfil your dream of becoming
engaged or getting married; long-term married couples may re-affirm their union with a
renewal of vows. Not only does Tian Xi draw incredible Romance luck your way, the Horse
will also receive the friendship of influential people who want to propel you to greater heights
and see you reach your end-goal.
Though you get to enjoy lovely gains this year, be wary of the negative stars Guan Su 贯索
Entrapment Star and San Xing 三刑 Triple Punishment Star; the former’s negatives forces
will create challenges to your relationship that is related to money and third parties, whereas
the latter star wants to destroy your harmonious love life. Squash the ill-effects of these stars
by avoiding suspicious-appearing people, staying committed to your partner and continuing
to communicate lovingly with your other half. A traditional Chinese proverb “harmony breeds
wealth” should be your mantra to quell these two troublesome stars.
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On the family side of things, foster warm relations with your kin to strengthen your overall life
prospects.

HEALTH
Your overall health prospects are fairly positive with no serious illness issues to take note of,
Horse; 2023 is a good year to begin or maintain positive habits such as fitness, exercise, a
good diet, plenty of rest as well as avoiding negativity from toxic individuals and places with
bad vibes.
If you detect any kind of issue related to your eyes, heart or stomach, do pay a visit to the
doctor to ensure nothing serious is afoot.

GOAT
1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003, 2015

Lucky Star 吉星:
唐符 tang fu Dynasty Charm
天解 tian jie Sky Resolve Star
華盖 hua gai Elegant Seal star
hua gai creative, talented “think out of the box”; innovative ideas
三台 san tai Three Stages Star fame, career, wealth
三合 san he Three Harmony Star

Unlucky Star 凶星:
官符 guan fu Officer Charm
五鬼 wu gui Five Ghosts Star
浮沉 fu chen Emotional Star
血刃 xue ren Blood Knife
Fei Fu 飞符 the Flying Star
黄幡 huang fan Yellow Flag

Compatibility with
Pig, Rabbit, Horse
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GENERAL

Goat, 2023 is your year to excel and mature into who you are always meant to be. Your stars
align in perfect harmony – even the negative ones – and this provides you with opportunities
aplenty. It is the moment for you to shine and be a guiding force of others, too, on top of all
that fantastic progress in store for you.
Nurturing a humble, loving spirit in all that you do will serve you well as you bask in the glory
of incredible gains ahead. Be your true self and you will shine brighter than ever.

WEALTH
You’re all set to enjoy a productive, enjoyable and fulfilling year ahead, Goat, while you
amass your gains with ease. Though you stand to have a wonderful year ahead, there are
some tricky stars in your chart that wish to disrupt your good Wealth-activating flow.
Guan Fu 官符 Litigation Star wreaks havoc in terms of possible legal setbacks that tampers
with your Wealth, Fei Fu 飞符 the Flying Star denotes to gossipers and ill-intentional
individuals who wish to bring you down or scam you whereas Wu Gui 五鬼 negatively
affects good Wealth flow.
Squash these stars’ viciousness by reading all your documentation very carefully, avoid from
trusting people too easily, safekeep your personal effects such as wallets at all times, don’t
let others bring you down and maintain a sweet spiritedness to others.

CAREER
You will see wonderful gains in career prospects this 2023 which includes potentials for new
start-ups for the business-savvy Goat as well as a chance to climb up the social ladder to
earn recognition from peers and superiors. Grab this year by the horns and carefully plan
your long-term goals while working smart by reading all the fine print carefully before you
proceed with anything important.
In the ancient Chinese tradition, the animal signs of the Goat, Rabbit and Pig are a
designated trio called San He Three Harmony Stars. Goat, you will receive additional luck,
good opportunities and wealth activation from San He coming your way this year.
Below is a breakdown of the positive and negative stars in your chart that determines your
career prospects this 2023 – read on to learn more.
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Hua Gai 華盖 The Canopy/Elegant Star makes you creative, resourceful, expressive and
sophisticated; these are all good “ingredients” for fantastic growth in your career. Are you
working in the creative industry or are currently studying? Hua Gai will be your ally and your
output will surpass your expectations. Although your luck is blossoming, always be your
humble, approachable self and be an empowering force to others. If you feel a little low at
times, attend parties or enjoy family time to lift your spirits.
San Tai 三台 The Three Stages Star carries good Qi in strengthening your popularity and
authoritativeness. Furthermore, San Tai helps solve challenges that come your way by
providing you with ease in finding solutions.
San He 三合 Three Harmony Star enhances your people skills therefore make use of this
opportunity to attend social get-togethers while forging new friendships and improving your
business prospects.
Tang Fu 唐符 Star brings to you a teacher or mentor who can assist you greatly in achieving
your best career potential.
Wu Gui 五鬼 Five Ghosts Star is a negative force of gossipers that wish to do you harm
through vicious back-stabbing, causing you to lose money. Supress Wu Gui effectively by
avoiding petty talk, ignoring the rumours swirling around you and vetting through all
documentations carefully.
Fu Chen 浮沉 Star makes you demotivated and unwilling to work hard. You may even lose
interest in your beloved job. Counter the negative Qi of Fu Chen by setting time for a
long-deserved holiday – you’ll come back fresh and raring for “battle” at the work front.

RELATIONSHIP
The loving Goat will do well by remaining calm and patient with their partner this year. This is
due to Fu Chen in your chart which may cause some ups and downs in your otherwise
harmonious love life, but really there is nothing to worry about as long as you are always
sweet-tempered. Never once be goaded into flaring up and engaging in heated language.
Advise your partner to do the same and you will be able to control the bad Qi of Fu Chen
effectively.
San He 三合 Three Harmony Star in your chart denotes to happy occasions and lots of
get-togethers with fantastic outcomes. Take advantage of San He to befriend new people
that benefits both your love life and work prospects.
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HEALTH
Goat, your health outlook is good but there may be challenges related to 浮沉 Instability Star
in your chart which causes possible emotional issues such as feeling anxious, uneasy and
losing confidence in yourself. Quell the bad Qi of this star by keeping your “eyes on the
prize” and focus on the bigger picture at hand; you will feel calmer instantly, you will once
again get excited about your prospects and your anxiety will reduce. You must also be
careful of over-tiring yourself because this leads setbacks such as accidents so only drive
and travel when you are fresh and clear-eyed.
Xie Ren 血刃 Blood Knife Star isrelated to bodily harm therefore it is best for the Goat to
avoid very risky activities that involve large bodies of water, great heights and hazardous
locations. To further quell Xi Ren, arrange for a full medical check-up, donate your blood and
keep abreast of good dental health.
黄幡 The Yellow Flag is a star related to physical bodily harm but fortunately its ill-effects are
easy to squash. Be vigilant of your surroundings as well as your body whenever you are
travelling or driving, and handle sharp objects carefully. You can “counter” The Yellow Flag
further by donating your blood for a good cause.

MONKEY
1944, 1956, 1968, 1980, 1992, 2004, 2016
Lucky Star 吉星:
地解 di jie Earth Relief Star
国印 guo yin State Seal
月德 yue de Mthly Virtue
Unlucky Star 凶星
劫煞 jie sha Robbery Sha
小耗 xiao hao Small Indulgence Star
死符 si fu Death Charm
Compatibility with
Rat, Dragon, Snake
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GENERAL
The Monkey is in for some amazing Wealth and Career luck this year with the arrival of Guo Yin 國印/
国印 in your chart. This incredibly powerful star brings fantastic luck your way and you will see an
elevation of your status as well as promotions, increments, an expansion of your business, positive
career changes and more.
Make full use of this auspicious period ahead to work hard and don’t forget to play hard, too, Balance
is key for the Monkey to be not only financially secure but also emotionally fulfilled, so do not forget to
enjoy yourself during moments of rest and seek relaxing activities such as meditation.

WEALTH
Monkey, though you are in for some awesome fortunes in money matters this year, now is not the
time to be a show-off. Due to Jie Sha 劫煞 Robbery Sha Star in your chart, you will do well to preserve
your amazing wealth luck by maintaining a low profile and be a humble, modest person. Practice
serious moderation and thoughtfulness in your spending and avoid loaning your money to loved ones
because you will lose big.
Suppress the bad forces of Jie Sha further by never letting your guard down and most importantly
avoid situations where you may find yourself vulnerable to theft and robbery, such as walking in a
lonely street in the dead of the night. As well, invest in a good anti-theft system for your home and
office.
Be careful of your capital chains and if you’re seeking to invest or expand your business, 2023 is a
wonderful year to do so but only proceed with prudent research and thorough analysis. Don’t ever
make a hasty, impulsive decision or you will weaken your wealth considerably.
小耗 Lesser Consumer Star may make you prone to getting scammed or you may lose your wealth by
spending too much. Avoid suspicious people altogether and remember to not spend without plenty of
thought.

CAREER
The ambitious Monkey sees not one, not two, but three amazing stars that will bless your career
journey this year, bringing you to greater heights – perhaps, even toward the kind of elevated status
that you didn’t even dare dream of to begin with. The lucky Monkey will go further by reading the
below for further information:
Guo Yin 国印 is a star related to power and elevation. If you have been working hard to expand to
loftier, more authoritative circles, this star ensures that you will succeed. As well, you are in for some
fantastic luck related to career advancement.
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Yue De 月德 Star sees you enjoying the assistance from the nobility set, pushing you up the social
ladder and bringing great luck your way. A potential promotion and salary increment are also likely for
you this year.
Tian Jie 天解 is a highly auspicious force and same as the previous stars, it will bring respectable
people of immense influence into your midst. These said individuals will assist your career
advancement to a very high degree so if you come across such people, take advantage of the
situation and get close to them. Tian Jie will also turn bad luck into good so if you find yourself in
some kind of scrape, don’t stress overmuch as it will resolve itself. This is also a star of positive
change so if you’ve been wanting to switch careers or start a new business venture, this is your year
to do so.
RELATIONSHIPS
Jie Sha 劫煞 is called a Robbery Star for good reason – it “steals” joy from your life and this may
prove especially the case come relationship matters. Single Monkeys may want to give this year a
skip regarding finding suitable partners because the union may be a little unstable. But, if you are very
keen to proceed in dating, you can do so but just be mindful of flaring hot tempers and irrational fears
that may cloud your judgment. Maintain a calm outlook and be patient with your love interest and
things will go much better.
The same can be said for the already attached Monkeys, too. 2023 sees some rocky moments related
to intense jealousies and even third parties but fear not because all you need to do to quell Jie Sha is
to maintain a Zen-like calm especially when your patience is severely tested. Also, always practise the
benefit of the doubt with your beloved and you will do great in suppressing Jie Sha’s mean-spirited
tendencies.
Going deeper regarding the Monkey’s relationship with close friends and associates, 2023 is not the
year for speculative investments with said people. Do not be swayed into entering a monetary
transaction whatsoever as Jie Sha’s force is so strong that it’s unlikely you see any returns; in fact,
you may lose a big amount of cash instead. Not to mention the bad outcome may result in
permanently severed relationships at worse. So put on a polite smile and firmly say “No” for this year.

HEALTH
Monkey, 2023 sees you blessed with all manner of auspicious energies of the lucky stars in your chart
for the year, but come health matters you may need to pay a little bit more attention to ensure that you
enjoy good health throughout this 12-month period.
Si Fu 死符 star in your chart is an especially vicious force that wishes to cause health setbacks to the
otherwise strong Monkey, but this can be remedied so long as you be careful of yourself whenever
you leave your home or office – meaning, do not be careless with yourself when you are out and
about.
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On the emotional front, do pay less attention to the unwanted opinions of others, and just be your
relaxed, calm self because over-valuing others’ feedback may cause you mental stress where none is
necessary.
As well, people who are closest to you may receive unhappy news therefore be prepared to lend a
shoulder to cry on for these loved ones in need of emotional support. Be mindful of the feelings of
long-term friends or very close family members, too (especially elderly men of your family); fostering
harmony and good communication with these individuals will banish the ill-effects of Si Fu.

The Rooster
1945, 1957, 1969, 1981, 1993, 2005, 2017

Lucky Stars
NIL
Unlucky Stars
栏干 lan gan Obstacle Star
月空 yue kong Moon Emptiness
岁破 sui po - Broken Star
大耗 da hao Big Indulgence Star
坐煞 zuo sha Sitting Sha Star
災煞 zai sha Calamity Star
息神 xi shen -Depression Star
三杀 san sha Three Killings

Compatibility with
Snake, Ox, Dragon

GENERAL
Rooster, year 2023 is a time for introspection, personal development and planning for your future. As
well, it is a good period to nourish your inner soul and take pleasures in the simple things in life while
you immerse yourself in strategizing your long-term goals.
Your general outlook in terms of Wealth, Career, Relationship and Health is fair this year as long as
you keep a low profile, work hard behind the scenes and maintain a healthy lifestyle, Rooster. Read
on to learn more about how to strengthen your overall outlook this 2023 and enjoy a smooth year.
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WEALTH
This 2023, the Rooster will strengthen their Wealth luck favourably by maintaining a low profile,
working diligently, becoming a conservative spender and avoiding all manner of speculative
investments.
Though you chart sees some ominous-sounding stars with negative energies, their bad Qi are easily
squashed with some hindsight and a few tips. Rooster, enhance your good Wealth flow further by
reading the below.
Tai Sui is a force of destruction and though it is unfortunately in your chart this year, you will be able to
protect your Wealth luck very well by keeping a low profile throughout the whole year. Instead of
short-term gains and recognition, think of 2023 as a period to quietly plan your finance strategy and
create a fantastic future for wealth creation.
Da Hao 大耗 Big Indulgence Star causes you to potentially spend your money lavishly as well as
indulge in activities such as speculation, gambling and high-risk investments. These are all highly
unfavourable for you this year because you will lose your wealth through such large expenditures.
Rooster, lay low this year and keep a modest profile instead to disrupt the negative force of Da Hao.
Use 2023 as a chance to amass your “rainy day” fund or nest egg for your future needs.
Yue Kong 月空 Month Emptiness makes you potentially prone to procrastination and unrealistic
daydreaming. Suppress Yue Kong by transforming your daydreams into actively planning for your
future strategies to achieve your long-term goals.
Yue Kong 月空 Moon Emptiness creates unwelcome, inauspicious energies pertaining to the
Rooster’s wealth prospects. Banish these ill effects through immaculate planning and check-listing all
your monetary concerns while you prioritise your long-term strategies. Being more hands-on of your
future course will empower you and lead you to make prudent choices now, while squashing the
negative Qi of Yue Kong.
Sui Po 岁破 Calamity Star may cause you to become distracted and even bored of your chosen field.
Suppress the energies of Sui Po by avoiding rushing yourself through your work. Take your time and
be focused on the finer details to have a clear understanding on your next step. On a different note
yet still related to Sui Po, it is advised to set aside some cash in case of emergencies.
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CAREER
There are three unfavourable stars that may potentially disrupt your good career flow this year,
Rooster. Fortunately, there is nothing to worry about as you can suppress these bad energies easily
with a few tips. Read on to know more about these negative forces and how to quell them.
Zai Sha 災煞The Calamity Sha Star in your chart relates to unwelcome surprises and most
annoyingly, other people will take credit for your hard work. Rooster, you may simply keep a low
profile to avoid any sudden mishaps caused by Zai Sha. Furthermore, if you see your peers enjoying
the rewards of your own output, stay calm because your bosses will figure out the truth. In the end,
you will enjoy the recognition you deserve.
Po Sui 破碎 Broken Star brings about potential gossip-mongers who are rude and filled with bad
intentions towards you. Squash Po Sui by avoiding these individuals as much as you can and be your
usual calm self, Rooster. These toxic people will do you no harm this way.
Lan Gan 栏干 Obstacle Star may cause issues related to money loss, lawsuits and gossip. This
sounds a little worrisome but there is nothing to fear, Rooster. As long as you stay committed to your
career and continue to enjoy a healthy work-life balance by being fully at rest during your off hours to
revitalise yourself, you will effectively weaken Lan Gan’s vicious intentions towards you.

RELATIONSHIPS
The intelligent single Rooster will thrive this 2023 by taking this period to focus on other matters apart
from relationships because due to the negative presences of Sui Po 岁破 Broken Star, Lan Gan 栏干
Obstacle Star and the vicious forces of Tai Sui at play in your chart, you may encounter some
challenges when trying to look for a suitable mate. Therefore, take 2023 as a period to spend time
with loved ones such as close friends and family because pushing on to secure romance may
possibly lead to disastrous heartaches.
As for the attached Rooster, try to maintain good communications with your partner, avoid any war of
words with each other. Stay committed as well and do not stray, Rooster, because the three negative
elements in your chart may not only cause miscommunication issues, there may be the presence of
third parties that may harm your relationship further.
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HEALTH
Rooster, your health prospects are fair and you will enjoy a wonderful period of good physical
strength, a balanced mindset and a Zen-like calm throughout the year which will greatly enhance your
overall life prospects.
Though this is the case, you may possibly encounter some health setbacks this year that can be
quelled by practising a healthy lifestyle of good nutrition, plenty of exercise and rest. Zai Sha 災/灾煞
Disaster Sha Star may also seek to disrupt your good Health luck with possible accidents related to
travel so be careful of yourself whenever you leave home or are driving.
Rooster, safeguard your health prospects effectively by avoiding the West location of your home and
office. In fact, you are highly discouraged from making use of the Western area of your residence and
working space entirely. Keep the area quiet with minimal activity and postpone any renovation or
construction works in the West to next year.
You can further strengthen your health, Rooster, by “curing” the West location with candles (practise
safety and keep watch when you light them), a lamp with warm lighting and a saltwater cure which is
a glass-based container filled with a solution of one-third sea salt or rock salt, two-thirds water and six
coins within.

DOG
1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, 2018

Lucky Star吉星:
龙德 long de Dragon Virtue
紫微 zi wei Learning abilities
六合 liu he Six Harmony
岁合 shui he Duke Harmony
Unlucky Star 凶星:
暴败 bao bai Brutal Defect
天煞 Tian Sha Heaven/Sky Sha Star
天厄 tian er Dark Sky Star
Compatibility with
Tiger, Horse, Rabbit
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GENERAL
The Dog is blessed with the arrival of Long De 龙德 Dragon Virtue Star in your chart this year. Long
De is well-known as an “enhancer” that doubles all good things that occur to you. Hence, you are set
to experience a very bright period in your career with lots of exciting opportunities, advancements,
good Wealth luck, fame, recognition, authority and status. All these are deeply auspicious things to
looking forward to this 2023.
Liu He 六合 The Six Harmony not only carries extra good gains to your professional life through
promotions and increments, you will also see new horizons open up, leading to potential international
proposals too. Lucrative partnerships and mentorships will also set you on a good path of great
development and growth in your career this year.

WEALTH
You have very strong Wealth luck this year, Dog. There is much to gain this year, but on the downside
there is much to lose as well because Da Sha 大煞 The Great Sha resides in your chart this year,
bringing negative energies that may potentially “rob” you of your wealth.
Fortunately, the Dog can easily control Da Sha and protect your wealth from dissipation by spending
conservatively this year and staying away from speculative investments as well as gambling. It would
also be a good idea for the Dog to be very vigilant with all documentations by reading through all the
fine print and proceeding with any decision-making with lots of care.

CAREER
Fantastic, positive stars as well as undesirable forces chart the course of your career projection this
year, Dog, so read on to know more about attaining great luck ahead while side-stepping
ill-intentioned stars throughout year of 2023.
Long De龙德 Dragon Virtue Star possesses the amazing ability or tuning setbacks to positive
outcomes. You will find challenges that come your way “neutralise” and become good things. Long De
also brings to you people of power and influence who can take you up the social ladder, so if you
meet these types of people do befriend them. Generally, it is a sparkling year for the Dog to enjoy
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fantastic work opportunities, a promotion and a pay raise so keep motivated and committed to gain
great rewards.
Zi Wei 紫微 Emperor Star is the star of knowledge and wisdom, therefore 2023 is a good period if you
are interested in personal development or if you are a student. Zi Wei brings wonderful gains as well
as recognition from peers and superiors to the Pig who focuses on academic and self-improvement
pursuits.
Bao Bai 暴败 Violent Defeat Star sounds scary but it means that you may tend to make silly mistakes
at work or procrastinate. Squash the bad Qi of Bao Bai by working hard, focusing on the small details
as well as the big, avoiding high risk investments and becoming a more conservative spender.
Da Sha 大煞 Calamity Star denotes to legal setbacks but as long as you are careful and pay attention
to the fine print of all important documentation, you will be safe from harm.
Tian Sha 天煞 Heaven/Sky Sha Star causes you to become impatient, leading to frustration and
anxiety. All good things come to those who wait, Dog, so you can suppress Tian Sha easily by taking
your time to be impeccable in your work, focus well and do not rush yourself because the outcome will
be unfavourable.

RELATIONSHIP
On the personal front, the Dog will do wonderfully with simple, romantic gestures and loving
communication with their partner for strong Love luck in 2023. Bao Bai 暴败 Star in your chart seeks
to cause disharmony so enjoy sweet moments together (such as dates) as much as you can and
communicate kindly with each other to effectively counter Bao Bai.

HEALTH
Maintain a sunny, cheerful outlook in life to enhance your Health luck. There are no serious issues to
worry about so long as the Dog practices a healthy lifestyle of moderation and good fitness practices.
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There are three somewhat troublesome stars in your chart that may cause potential issues but they
are easily countered with the right action plan. Read on to know more.
Tian Er 天厄 Distressed Sky Star may cause mild health setbacks that are easily sidestepped by
leading a healthy lifestyle of good exercise and diet. Do not partake in excessive smoking cigarettes
and drinking alcohol; in fact, it is recommended you quit these vices entirely if you indulge in them,
Dog. Instead, fill your pastime with more enriching activities such as visits with family, walks in the
park and enjoying spa time.
Tian Sha 天煞 Heaven/Sky Sha Star may potentially disrupt the health of senior family members such
as your father or a father-like figure. Do arrange for a full medical check-up for your folks and be there
for them when they need you. As for you, Dog, you may see some potential issues related to your
skin, over-eating issues and some emotional setbacks caused by pressures at work. Don’t worry
about these potentials, Dog. You can suppress Tian Sha easily by building your immunity through a
healthier lifestyle, cutting back on career-related socialising and giving yourself some off-time when
you find yourself working far too hard.

PIG
1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007, 2019
Lucky Star吉星:
天厨 tian chu Heavenly Chef
三合 San He Three Harmony Star

Unlucky Star 凶星:
白虎 bai hu White Tiger
天雄 tian xiong-sky warrior
大煞 Da sha-Great Sha
指背 Zhi bei Backstabber Star
羊刃 yang Ren Goat Blade
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Compatibility with
Rabbit, Goat Tiger

GENERAL
You are incredibly blessed this year, Pig. 2023 is an auspicious period for you regarding all major
aspects of Wealth, Career, Relationship and Health. The ambitious Pig will find their journey
particularly smooth-sailing with many opportunities to shine and no hard setbacks except for some
minor fluctuating energies that may alarm you, but they’re minor in nature so as long as you remain
calm and good-natured, all will be well.
You will furthermore receive strong support from well-intentioned people of all walks of life who view
you favourably and wish to see you succeed. Be the good sport that you are and return the favours as
much as you can, even two-fold when necessary, to connect meaningfully for strong friendships.
Speaking of connecting, the Pig should actively widen their social circle by attending gatherings and
networking events. “New” people in your life will lead to fantastic career breakthroughs.

WEALTH
The Pig’s general Wealth outlook is strong with full of prosperity in terms of growth and professional
development. There are no potential setbacks to be mindful of so it seems as if your Wealth path is
unmarred altogether and is furthermore blessed with many auspicious stars. Work hard this year to
capitalise on the excellent luck ahead and you will enjoy fantastic returns for your efforts.

CAREER
As San He 三合 Three Harmony Star resides in your chart this year, usher its amazing positivity by
attending festive events, get-togethers and business dinners. The Pig’s schedule should be packed
full because making new friends and expanding your networking profile will strengthen your overall
career prospects.
On the down side, Zhi Bei 指背 Backstabber Star, as its ominous name suggests, may want to do your
harm through via petty individuals who want to destroy your career. You may encounter some
competition too and furthermore, showing off your new-gotten gains will lead to exploitation from
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vultures who want to feed off your successes. All this sounds a little scary but it’s easy to manage,
Pig. Quell the bad Qi of Zhi Bei by simply avoiding negative-minded people, do not partake in idle
chatter (gossip) and be very low-profile, even modest, in appearance.

RELATIONSHIP
Pig, your Love luck is strong and harmonious, with plenty of good opportunities to match with suitable
partners for the single Pig, and lots of sweet memories for the attached Pig. However, Tian Xiong 天雄
Sky Warrior Star in your chart serves to bring harm to your relationship prospects by creating
miscommunication that leads to misunderstandings between even the most loving couples. You may
even find yourself giving the wrong impression when none was intended at all, Pig.
Luckily, you can easily control the negative Qi of Tian Xiong by maintaining calmness during
emotional “storms” and expressing yourself clearly and gently at all times.

HEALTH
You will enjoy good health all-year round, Pig, and you are furthermore blessed with an emotionally
strong mindset that will see you through periods of growth this 2023. There are only a few issues that
may potentially arise to tamper with your health outlook so do read on to know more.
Tian Chu 天厨 Heavenly Chef Star in your chart that is related to gastronomic delights therefore the
Pig will be blessed with social gatherings where the food quality is top-notch and the conversation is
sparklingly witty, with good opportunities to make great friends. On the down side, over-indulgence
leads to stomach issues therefore partake in rich food moderately and be discerning even during your
“cheat” days.
白虎 White Tiger Star resides in the Pig’s 2023 outlook and seeks to cause potential physical or bodily
harm. Because of this, you will do well to be careful whenever you are away from home and in the
midst of travelling. Any type of sharp object may also be cause for alarm too, so handle these types of
items with care. You may further squash the ill-effects of White Tiger by donating your blood.

Yang Ren 陽/羊刃 Goat Blade Star are related to bodily harm therefore it is best for the Goat to avoid
very risky activities that involve large bodies of water, great heights and hazardous locations. To
further quell Yang Ren, arrange for a full medical check-up, donate your blood and keep abreast of
good dental health.
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2023 Water Rabbit 壬寅 Year Flying Star Analysis 癸卯年玄空
飞星图
(beginning on 4 February 2023 1042 hrs till 3 February 2024 1626hrs).
冲寅, 巳, 申, 亥生肖
in conflict with Rat, Rabbit, Horse and Rooster Horoscope
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An Introduction To Flying Stars Feng Shui
Feng Shui is the harnessing of energy forces which surrounds our environment to maximise
our potential in life. The term Feng Shui translates to "wind" as well as "water", and these
elements are responsible for directing the flow of universal energy, or "Qi", through one's
living space. The study of Feng Shui, therefore, taps into these energies in a harmonious
way to enhance and improve upon the outcomes of all matters related to our wealth, health,
relationship and family prospects.

In the Xuan Kong Flying Stars method of Feng Shui study, it is believed that an important
and major energy shift takes place at the beginning of each year (marked by the Lunar new
year) and in the ensuing twelve months ahead, the Qi around us will be mostly governed by
this change. One's residential or business space is split into nine major grids whereby a
certain energy type, disclosed as a "star", resides in each grid.

As an example, a certain location is inhabited by an especially beneficial star, therefore it is
recommended to spend lots of time in that space. Conversely, another grid is infested with
the negative forces of an undesirable star, hence that area should be cordoned off from any
meaningful activity for the rest of the year to avoid mishaps. There are also locations at
home and in the office that are governed by stars that may not be very impactful but with the
use of recommended cures, the positive attributes are enhanced whereas the bad qualities
are suppressed.

Take note of this guide and the tips provided to enhance your life with happiness, financial
success and good health throughout the year.
Let’s Begin.
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A Practical Solution To Enhancing Great Qi and
Suppressing Unwanted Energies in
Your Home And
Working Space
1 Whitе Stаr (Opportunity and Rоmаnсе) and 8 Whitе Stаr (Prоѕреritу)
Wherever the Opportunity and Romance Star as well as the Prosperity Star resides, there
will be good opportunities for success in finance and wealth. To activate the wealth luck in
these grids, place water features such as an aquarium or a desktop fountain and spend most
of your time in these areas.

2 Blасk Stаr (Siсknеѕѕ)
The Sickness Star riddles its unfortunate location with health setbacks while damaging your
physical and mental wellbeing prospects. Therefore, it is best to avoid or spend the least
amount of time in the area where this star resides to safeguard yourself. Moreover, protect
your loved ones and co-workers by advising them the same. You can also make use of
pendulum clocks, metal wind chimes, metal ornaments and coin tassels to suppress the bad
Qi. Brass singing bowls or metal bells may also be used to neutralise its bad energy.

3 Bluе Star (Quаrrеlѕоmе/Conflicts)
As its name suggests, the Quarrelsome Star impacts negative emotions leading to
miscommunication, arguments and bursts of anger. Reduce spending time in this star’s
location as much as possible and suppress the bad energies with metal-based cures such
as ornaments and red carpets or lamps.

5 Yеllоw Star (Miѕfоrtunе)
The Misfortune Star has a potential to create havoc to a critical degree and hamper
productivity and action. Do take note and spend only minimal time in the area where this star
resides. You can also further protect yourself and the occupants in your residence and office
with cures such as a glass or porcelain container filled with salt water and six coins within, a
musical box, metal-based ornaments, a pendulum clock and a wind chime. You may also
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clear the energies of the Misfortune Star with the use of a brass singing bowl or energy
clearing bell.

General Outlook of Xuan Kong Flying Stars Feng Shui for
2023 Water Rabbit Year
The Water Rabbit Year 2023 is a promising year of splendid luck and golden opportunities
aplenty to those who are prudent in enhancing the year's positive locations and suppressing
the negative forces of the less than desirable areas.

This Flying Stars Feng Shui guide is custom-created to ensure you experience the best
outcomes 2023 has to offer, while improving your prospects in all major life matters namely
Wealth, Love, Family and Health prospects. Moreover, this guide is all-embracing in nature
and doesn't just serve your best interests; it covers and supports the prospects of your loved
ones and professional work colleagues as well.

Li Chun 立春 is the symbol of accurate Astrological beginnings of the year. Li Chun naturally
falls on the 4th February; therefore, on the Astrological front, year 2023 does not begin in the
Lunar New Year Day which is the 22nd January 2023. People commonly match both events
together as the same but the study of energy requires accuracy therefore there is a need to
separate the two and to understand that new-borns of 2023 fall under the Rabbit astrological
sign if they are born on the 4th February 2023 at 10.42am onwards.

Touching on the Water Rabbit year of 2023 or Lunar Chinese New Year, it begins on the
22nd January 2023 and 9th February 2024, which is Chinese New Year’s Eve. Happily, it is a
Double Spring Year which brings wonderful luck prospects and joyous occasions such as
marriages and the arrival of new-born babies.

The auspicious luck of year 2023 ahead brings to mind the meaningful Chinese proverb 家和
万事兴 Jia He Wan Shi Xing which means if family is in harmony, all affairs will prosper. It's a
great year to invest time and foster a deeper connection with family which will result in
joyfulness and prosperity, because family harmony this year ensures wonderful improvement
to Career and Wealth prospects. As well, your colleagues and co-workers should be treated
with thoughtfulness and care; since you spend many working hours together, choose to
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embrace these individuals as an extension of your family. These gestures are simple to do,
but will greatly enhance your prospects this 2023.

Flying Stars Feng Shui Forecast For Year 2023 Water Rabbit
Year
Beginning 4th February 2023 1042hrs, ends 3rd February 2024 1627hrs

NORTH: Cеlеbrаtiоns (9 Purрlе Stаr 九紫)

The 9 Purple has the unique ability to double up positive energies and strengthen
relationships between family and friends. Those who are keen to increase exposure
professionally and even become more visibly attractive will definitely benefit from this
auspicious star. As this year sees this benevolent 9 Purple resting in the North area of your
home and office, spend as much time as you can here to be blessed this year with
happiness, joy and celebrations i.e. getting married or having. Newborn.
The 9 Purple provides a further multiplication of these gains to those who are born in the
year of the Rat, possess a Gua 1 or are males from the ages 16 to 32. This is especially the
case if your main door is located in the North. So if your birth year, Gua or age corresponds
with this, make full use of the North to enjoy big rewards.
Here are some tips to enhance the 9 Purple more for a fabulous year ahead.
Adelina’s Tips:
●
●

If your front door, bedroom or kitchen is in the North, place a warm light, candle,
red-coloured carpet or floor mat in this area.
Potted fresh green plants are ideal for this area. .

Northeast: Theft and Loss (7 Red Star 七赤)

Heads up - this year sees the negative star 7 Red align in the Northeast location of your
home and office. This is a deeply troublesome star that can impact your income and health
prospects; moreover, it increases the potential for hostile "cray-cray" emotions such as
flaring hot tempers that can totally overcome your usually calm mindset.
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Those who are Ox or Tiger people, possess a Gua 8 or young males aged below 15 years,
take note that you may possibly experience health setbacks related to the hands, fingers,
nose, back or spine.

The 7 Red may be scary, but its bad energy can be suppressed to protect you from harm.
Counter these potential setbacks successfully with the tips below.

Adelina’s Tips:
●
●
●
●
●

Maintain a sense of Zen-like minimalism to this area - clutter-free, nice-smelling and
spacious.
Remove any sharp objects such as swords from display in the Northeast.
If your bedroom is in the Northeast, it's best to relocate but if this is impossible, squash
the energies with the placement of potted plants.
Cure the negative Qi of the area further with lighted candles but always practise safety
and don't leave lighted candles unattended. Alternatively, use lighting such as lamps.
Embrace some vivid colours in your interior decorating theme. Decorate the floors of the
Northeast with a red- or green-coloured carpet or floor mat.

EAST: Sickness and Health Setbacks (2 Blасk Stаr 二黑)

The Sickness Star 2 Black resides in the East area of your home and office this 2023. It is
surely one of the most negative stars in the Xuan Kong Flying Stars system and impacts the
health of its occupants, causing unwanted physical and mental conditions, loss of money,
accidents, loneliness and diseases related to the ears, kidneys, urinary tract and blood.
Moreover, this malignant star can jeopardize the warmth and sweet harmony of your
relationship with your partner by creating havoc related to arguments and quarrels.

Rabbit people, males aged 30 to 45 years old and those who possess a Gua 3, please pay
attention as your luck can be impacted the most by the 2 Black this year with possible health
setbacks related to the gallbladder, liver, feet or legs.

To safeguard and protect yourself, your loved ones and your office mates, it's really
important to relocate to another area if the working or sleeping arrangement is located in the
East. Also, keep this area as quiet and under-utilized as possible and do not conduct any
kind of activity here at all.
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Thankfully, you can also counter the 2 Black star’s effects further with the guide below.

Adelina’s Tips:
●
●

●

●

Avoid the East altogether throughout the year. Keep the area quiet and clean as well as
clear of human interaction as much as possible.
The negative Qi of the 2 Black can be suppressed with the use of metal cures arranged
throughout the house. Metal cures may be decorative or functional items made of metals
such as pewters, weights and metal sculptures.
Place a saltwater cure in this area to further weaken the negative energy of the East. To
do so, fill a glass or ceramic container with a salt solution of one-third sea salt or rock salt
mixed with two-thirds water and place six coins.
Postpone all renovation plans for the East this year but if it is necessary, protect yourself
with good date selection to commence; officiate the proceedings with the knocking of a
hammer in the Southest, Southwest, Northwest or Northeast area of your home or office.

SOUTHEAST: Disputes (3 Jade Stаr 三碧)

The 3 Jade Star is in the Southeast area this year and it brings negative repercussions and
all kinds of disagreeable conditions such as tiresome quarrels between couples, family,
friends and colleagues. This vicious star also carries bad energies related to legal setbacks,
loss of income, health issues and even robberies.

Take a few minutes to examine the external forms outside of your home or office facing
Southeast. Are there any negative formations? If so, there is some likelihood you may
encounter troubles related to the hips, upper arms, thighs, shoulders or bladder.

Those who will be the most affected by these potential outcomes would be individuals born
under the sign of the Dragon or Snake, people who possess Gua 4 or women who are aged
30 to 45. If this is you, take note of the above but also keep your chin up because with the
right planning and mindset you can sidestep the “booby traps” this star may have in store for
you.

Counter the negative energies by making use of the tips below.
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Adelina’s Tips:
●
●
●
●

The easiest method to completely protect yourself from the 3 Jade Star is to avoid
utilizing the area throughout the whole year.
Suppress the energies of the 3 Jade further with the placement of warm lighting, red
carpeting or red floor mats in the Southeast.
Be in tune with your moods and keep any bad temper in check.
Avoid decorating the Southeast with plants.

SOUTH: Prosperity (8 White Star 八白)

Joyful news - the South location of your home and office is blessed with abundance aplenty
as the Prosperity 8 White Star is in this location. The South is the Wealth Palace of 2023 and
it brings with it fantastic, sparkling luck related to cash flow, prosperity and financial
opportunities. As well, the 8 White increases your sense of powerfulness by making you
simply glow from within; the star enhances your confidence and it brings excellent love luck
too.

Going deeper into the outlook of the 8 White, it represents Earth luck therefore it denotes to
increased prospects in wealth, love, career and family; indeed, those who are keen to
welcome a new child into the family will be kissed by the blessings of the 8 White this year.

It is highly, highly recommended that you relocate your sleeping or working space to the
South this year. For the office space, relocate your meeting rooms to this location as well to
reap the best results because it can greatly enhance productivity and successful outcomes.

Are you born under the Horse sign, possess a Gua 9 or a female aged 16 to 30 years old?
You stand to gain the most from the 8 White this year, so read on to learn how to increase
your luck all the more for a wonderful year ahead.

To enhance the star’s positive energies, follow the tips below.

Adelina’s Tips:
●

Maintain the South area of your home and office well and keep the ventilation breezy and
fresh to ensure continuous energy flow.
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●
●

●
●
●

“Hot” colours are perfect for this area this year, so go for yellows, sunburst oranges and
reds to decorate this space.
Light up candles in this space (never leave them unattended for long periods for safety
reasons) or display a lighting feature that glows with a warm colour. Alternatively, you
may also use a red-coloured carpet or floor mat.
Electronics are highly suitable for the South so make sure to relocate your sound system,
radio, TV, computer and other gadgets here.
Try not to overdo the decorative touches. Practice the minimalism approach instead and
keep the area clean and tidy.
Is your main entrance in the South? If so, be sure to place a warm light, candle,
red-coloured carpet or floor mat in this area to drive your luck prospects higher.

SOUTHWEST: Love, Romance and Opportunities (1 Whitе Stаr 一白)

The most auspicious star of the Xuan Kong Flying Stars system is most certainly the 1 White
which is currently residing in the Southwest location of your home and office. The 1 White
literally glitters with gold – it features some of the best energies possible pertaining to
enhancing love, romance, communication and last but not least chances for wonderful
once-in-a-lifetime opportunities for professional and personal endeavours.
Moreover, if you are keen to become popular and well-connected in the proper channels
while at the same time desiring a lasting love relationship, you will greatly benefit from
spending time in the Southwest as it will increase luck prospects to these matters.
After all, the 1 White Star represents Water which embodies Love, Marriage, Wealth,
Business, and Career.
If you are born under the sign of the Goat or Monkey, possess a Gua 2, are a mother or a
member of the senior females in the family, you stand to gain the best rewards from the 1
White therefore do all you can to spend a much time as possible in the Southwest.
Adelina’s Tips:
●
●
●

Power-up the Southwest area of your home and office all the more with these tips below.
Strengthen the 1 White by placing a water feature such as a desktop fountain or an
aquarium in this location.
Metallic décor items enhance the positive attributes of the 1 White twofold, therefore it is
recommended that you place bells and windchimes in the Southwest..
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WEST: Power and Influence (6 Whitе Stаr 六白)

This 2023, the West sees Power and Influence in alignment as it is the auspicious residing
area for 6 White Star. Also known as Wu Qu, this is an amazingly abundance star of great
fortunes for anything related to power, success and promotions
Though such is the case, all is not well in the Western front because the 6 White star in this
location creates a 6-7 Sword Sha, also known as 六七交劍煞, which brings with it unwanted
bad luck such as conflicts, accidents and money loss.
Are you born in the year of the Rooster, possess a Gua 7 or a young lady aged below 15
years old? Chances are, both the positive and negative gains of the West will influence you
year’s outcome all the more.
Spending your time in this area may lead to ill health connected to the mouth, tongue, throat,
lungs, large intestines or spine. You may also find that you have a loss of appetite and are
increasingly susceptible to illnesses such as the flu.
Counter these possible negative setbacks by keeping yourself away from the West. If you
find that you cannot do so due to certain reasons, take heart and follow the tips below to
safeguard yourself and the others in your home and office from being affected.
Another note to consider: San Sha, or Three Killings Star, has also taken residence in this
area this year. San Sha is a deeply destructive force but you can simply sidestep its
negativity by avoiding renovations or construction works in the West. As well, do not make
use of this location and keep the area quiet with minimal activity.
Yet another setback to the West this year is that Sui Po Year Breaker is also located in the
Western from this 2023 and though it is as negative as San Sha, there is no need to worry
as you are able to counter all setbacks successfully by following the suggestions below.

Adelina’s Tips:
●
●

●
●

The best strategy to suppress the negativity of the West area is to simply not make use
of this location at all be it at home or the office.
Quell the negative Qi further with a saltwater cure or 安忍水, which makes up of a glass,
ceramic or porcelain container that is filled with a solution of one-third sea salt or rock
salt and two-thirds water; add six coins within.
Earthenware décor pieces and not advised to be placed in the West this year, as are
crystals and metal-based items.
To minimize the 6-7 combination, do make use of candles in the West and be sure to
practise safety ensuring that you keep watch when you light them. A lamp with warm
lighting is also highly beneficial for this area.
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●

Regarding professional endeavours, whenever you work in the office or home, take
precaution to not sit with your back to the West as this is also where San Sha resides for
the year.

NORTHWEST: Mishaps (5 Yеllоw Star 五黄)

The 5 Yellow Star, full of bad intentions and ill luck, resides in the Northwest this year. This
star is governed by Earth luck related to warring disputes, financial debts, accidents,
illnesses and surgical intervention. Be aware that the 5 Yellow is certainly the most
inauspicious star of the Xuan Kong Flying Stars system and may cause further setbacks
related to mishaps, injuries, finance issues and miscommunications.
Fortunately, you can easily dodge the bad luck of the 5 Yellow by under-utilizing the
Northwest area of your residence and office. Keep the area quiet and advise all occupants to
not step foot or conduct activity in the Northwest. Is your bedroom or any other important
space such as your office located in the Northwest? If this is so, it is strongly advised that
you relocate to take protection from harm’s way. If you find that you cannot relocate, all is not
lost; simply follow the tips listed below to successfully sidestep the ill effects of this highly
disadvantageous star.
Those born under the sign of the Dog and Pig, have Gua 6 or are an older male will more
likely to be affected by this negative star. Donate your blood to the hospital to prevent
possible occurrences of bodily harm. Be careful when driving or on the road or handling
sharp objects.

Protect your prospects from the harmful 5 Yellow with these effective tips.

Adelina’s Tips:
●
●

●
●

Make use of gold coins tied with red ribbon placed in this area to suppress negative Qi.
Is your bedroom or home office located in the central area of the house? Do relocate for
the year; nevertheless, if it is impossible to do so, place a blue, black or grey floor mat or
carpeting in this location. Tuck six coins underneath this mat.
Metal cures are perfect for the Northwest – place metallic figurines, bells, wind chimes
and sculptures in this area to stamp down the energy of the 5 Yellow.
A saltwater cure is a useful, inexpensive but highly effective in squashing the ill intentions
of this negative star. Use a glass or porcelain vessel, add six coins and some salt
solution made up of one-third of sea salt or rock salt mixed with two-thirds of water.
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●

It is highly recommended not to commence with any type of renovation or construction
works in the Northwest. But, if you find yourself with no recourse but to do so, arrange a
date selection for an auspicious date and time to begin these works; initiate the
proceedings by first knocking with a hammer in a safe area at the Northeast, Southwest,
Southwest or Northwest.

Center: Education and Romance (4 Grееn Stаr 四绿)

The Central Palace of your residence and office is blessed by the arrival of the 4 Green Star
because it will bring incredible Education and Romance luck. Tap into its energies for great
prospects in career, business, self-improvement and education. The 4 Green is especially
wonderful for sweetness in romance so if you’re keen to have some of that in your life, spend
most of your time in this location.
Children will greatly benefit from the Central area of the home as their education will see the
bearing of fantastic results. Relocate your kids’ study area to the Central location or be more
hands-on in securing their best prospects by teaching them in this area.

Adelina’s Tips:
●
●
●
●

To enhance academic or self-improvement pursuits, decorate this location with four
Chinese calligraphy brushes as well as fresh green bamboo in a vase filled with water.
For those wishing for enhance love and romance luck, display fresh flowers in water.
Candles are not suitable for this location therefore refrain from decorating this space with
such items.
Ideal deco items for this area would be potted fresh green plants.

Further Information
Explanations On Taboo Areas In Your Home And Office For The Water Rabbit Year 癸
卯年
Tai Sui 太歲 Grand Duke Jupiter in East (82.5 - 97.5 Deg)

Tai Sui, also known as The Grand Duke Jupiter, is in residence in the East area this 2023. It
is strongly recommended that you stay clear from this area completely and moreover do not
conduct any form of renovation works here for the time being. By abiding to this, you protect
your well-being and safeguard your luck prospects from being tampered by Tai Sui. Those
whose bedroom is located in the East should quickly relocate but if you find this an
impossibility, be sure to not sit facing your back to this direction. By doing so, you are able to
reduce the bad energies of Tai Sui while tapping into its luck prospects to enhance work
abilities.
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Sui Po 歲破 Year Breaker in the West2 (262.5-277.5 Deg)

Sui Po is known as Wrath of the Grand Duke. For year 2023, it resides in the West2 area
and because it is an unfavourable location, you are highly recommended to avoid it
throughout the whole year. Furthermore, ensure that there is no light nor noise here to
activate its ill intentions. Because Sui Po is oftentimes thought of as worse than Tai Sui, it
certainly pays to be aware of its negativity.

San Sha 三煞 Three Killings in the West (247.5-262.5 Deg)

San Sha, or Three Killings, currently resides in the Western front of your home and office
and because of its malevolent nature when disrupted, it is best to avoid renovations,
construction work and ground-breaking activities here.
For those who still need to proceed on renovation plans in the West, there is a myriad of
setbacks that can be caused by San Sha namely bodily harm, accidents, diseases, legal
issues, theft, reputation loss and health complications.
Quell the bad energies of San Sha Three Killings by avoiding from sitting with your back
facing the West; instead, sit facing it.
San Sha affects all people negatively, but those born under the sign of the Rooster may feel
the effects more.

Wu Huang 五黃 Five Yellow Misfortune Star in Northwest

The Northwest is terribly inauspicious this year as it brings setbacks, obstacles, family
troubles and other related problems that will cause unnecessary heartache. All these
unwanted energies are caused by the 5 Yellow Star. To reduce its bad energy, simply avoid
the area as humanly possible and moreover keep the area cordoned off of any activity
whatsoever.
Utilize a saltwater cure to disrupt the bad forces of this star by placing a glass or porcelain
vessel and adding six coins and some salt solution made up of one-third of sea salt or rock
salt mixed with two-thirds of water.
Metal-based items such as sculptures, metallic bells or bowls will subdue the negative
energies further. It is also advised for you to avoid renovation or construction projects in this
location here as well.
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Renovation And Construction Work Tips

For 2023, we highly recommend that you avoid all kinds of ground-breaking, renovation and
construction works in the East, West and Northwest locations of the home.
If you do not have any choice in the matter and are need to proceed with the above this year,
practice prudent date and time selection and you will be able to lessen the impact or remove
the afflictions of these negative stars altogether.

Learn More on the Annual Afflictions of Wu Huang, Tai Sui,
Sui Po, and San Sha, How To Enhance Your Luck Prospects
Join our Feng Shui Courses (held in English) or Like and Follow our Facebook Page at
facebook.com/Adelinapang.fengshui for tips, announcements and updates.
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FAQ: How To Take A Reading Of The Main Door Facing
And Location?
Answer: Position yourself at the center of your home. Take the location of the main
door using a compass. As shown in the Example A below,
To take a reading of the facing of the main door, stand at the door facing outwards of your
home. This apartment is facing North. BUT having a main door facing South in the South
location.
Example A
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Example B
Position yourself at the center of your home. Take the location of the main door
using a compass. As shown in the diagram below,
To take a reading of the facing of the main door, stand at the door facing
outwards of your home. This apartment is facing North. BUT having the main door
facing South in the Southwest location.

In Example B, the apartment is also facing North, same as in Example A. The main door is
facing South BUT located in Southwest.
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2023 AUSPICIOUS START WORK DATE
Date

Day

Lunar Day

Conflict with

27 Jan

Fri

6th

Rabbit age 25, 85

30 Jan

Mon

9th

Horse age 22, 82

1 Feb

Wed

11th

Monkey age 20, 80

2 Feb

Thur

12th

Rooster age age 19,
79

5 Feb

Sun

15th

Rat age 16, 76

9 Feb

Thur

19th

Dragon age 12, 72

10 Feb

Fri

20th

Snake age 11, 71

14 Feb

Tue

24th

Rooster age 7, 67

IMPORTANT NOTE
When applying Feng Shui, look at the macro and micro view of your home. If you cannot be
in the good sector of your house, apply the energy chart in your bedroom or study, and
position yourself in a good location to tap into the positive energies.
The analysis above is a general reading of annual Flying Stars Feng Shui for 2023 Water Rabbit
Year (beginning on 4 February 2023 1042 hrs till 3 February 2024 1626hrs). A more targeted
and case-specific reading will look into the interaction between the combination of the
facing and sitting stars of your home and office, as well as external factors such as formations
and environment.
Remember to maximize usage of areas where the good energies are located.
My intention is to educate and to teach you the fundamentals on Flying Stars Feng Shui to
empower you by effectively harnessing good energy for the best outcomes of your life
pursuits and suppress unfavourable energies to protect yourself, your family and your business
from further harm.
For a detailed Feng Shui consultation, submit this service request for that extra boost for your
home and workplace Feng Shui.
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 e positive, stay safe, and keep healthy in these exceptional times. and I am confident that
B
the world will flourish again. Let’s stay united and focused, and we will overcome this
together. God bless you & your family.

“When you fill your mind with positive thoughts, your life will change”

Be Blessed!

“It’s You We Care About”

Adelina Pang Fengshui Consultancy Pte Ltd
#43-01A Suntec Tower One
Temasek Boulevard Singapore 038987
t: (65) 6430 6766 w: www.adelinapang.com

CEO & Principal Consultant

Like us for weekly Fengshui tips
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No part of this e-book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic, or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval system
without expressed written, dated and signed permission from the author.
DISCLAIMER: The information provided is only a general analysis and not intended as professional
advice. You are advised to consult a professional Metaphysics consultant to have a personalised
analysis based on your situation. You agree to indemnify and hold us harmless, and our affiliates
officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any third party claims, liability, damages
and costs (including without limitation attorney's fees) incurred resulting from the use of or inability to
use these materials.
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